[Tridimensional (3D) reconstruction in the osteoarticular area].
Three-dimensional reconstruction techniques have been used since the development of computed tomography. In skeletal radiology they have been used to better visualize fractures and spatial relationships between fragments in maxillo-facial surgery. Aim of this paper is to illustrate the most important reconstruction techniques and their application in skeletal radiology. Images can be obtained by means of a Spiral CT scanner with the following parameters: collimation/pitch/reconstruction interval 2/1/1. Acquired images are sent to a workstation with a software running on a Window NT platform Vitrea 2.01 (Vital Images, USA) equipped with Volume Rendering algorithm. SSD as well as MPR and curved reformatted reconstruction algorithms is available at the CT console. Three-dimensional reconstruction have been shown to be useful for the diagnosis and for a preoperative planning. Other applications of three-dimensional reconstruction techniques are prosthesis engineering and biomechanic research. 3D images help the communication between radiologist and surgeons. Technical advances in acquisition methods and in reconstruction algorithms are needed to improve image quality and use in skeletal radiology.